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Abstract. The human interaction through the web generates both implicit and explicit knowledge. An example of an implicit contribution is
searching, as people contribute with their knowledge by clicking on retrieved documents. Thus, an important and interesting challenge is to
extract semantic relations among queries and their terms from query
logs. In this paper we present and discuss results on mining large query
log induced graphs, and how they contribute to query classiﬁcation and
to understand user intent and interest. Our approach consists on eﬃciently obtaining a hierarchical clustering for such graphs and, then, a
hierarchical query folksonomy. Results obtained with real data provide
interesting insights on semantic relations among queries and are compared with conventional taxonomies, namely the ODP categorization.

1

Introduction

Nowadays the Web is the biggest representation of human knowledge, where
people contribute with content either explicitly or implicitly. An example of
an implicit contribution is searching, as people contribute with their knowledge
by clicking on retrieved documents. Thus, queries submitted to search engines
carry implicit knowledge and they can be seen as equivalent to tags associated to
clicked documents. An interesting challenge is then to extract relevant semantic
relations from query logs, which have several interesting applications. For instance, ranking algorithms, query recommendation systems and advertisement
systems integrate such semantic information to improve their results.
In this paper we discuss query classiﬁcation and meaning, and not URL tagging and folksonomies. We use click-data to infer relationships and similarities
among queries. Then, by ﬁnding closely related queries, we are able to deﬁne
a hierarchical query folksonomy associating tags to queries. Note that this approach may associate a tag to a query even if that tag is not part of the query,
leading to query contextualization. Our approach relies on graphs to represent
relations among queries and on eﬃcient graph mining techniques to uncover relations. According to SearchEngineWatch.com, the number of queries per day is
of the order of hundreds of millions, leading to huge query graphs. On the other
hand, the number of potential relations and applications is also huge.
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Our study follows recent works on the analysis of query graphs [3,10], which
introduce the notion of click induced graph and present several results concerning
semantic relations among queries. Here we propose three main contributions: a
new heuristic to detect and remove noisy relations among queries mostly caused
by multi-topical URLs; an eﬃcient hierarchical clustering method for weighted
graphs to extract semantic relations from query graphs; and, given a hierarchical
clustering, a method to infer a query folksonomy and semantic relations among
queries. We use a sample of a query log of the Yahoo! search engine to evaluate
our approach and we compare our results with a query classiﬁcation obtained
by mapping queries over the Open Directory Project (ODP) categories.

2

Related Work

Most of the work on query similarity is related to query expansion or query
clustering, common tasks in many applications such as query recommendation
systems. Wen et al [15] proposed to cluster similar queries using four notions of
query distance: (1) based on keywords or phrases of the query; (2) based on string
matching of keywords; (3) based on common clicked URLs; and (4) based on the
distance of the clicked documents in some predeﬁned hierarchy. As the average
number of words in queries is small and the number of clicks in the answer pages
is also small [1], notions (1) and (2) generate distance matrices that are very
sparse. For notion (4) we need a concept taxonomy and the clicked documents
must be classiﬁed into that taxonomy as well, something that usually requires
direct human intervention and that cannot be done in a large scale. Although
notion (3) can generate also sparse distance matrices, the sparsity can be greatly
reduced by using large query logs. Previous works have used notion (3) [4], or
even variants combining (1) and (3) [16].
Baeza-Yates et al. [2] used the content of clicked Web pages to deﬁne a termweight vector model for a query. In their work each term in a clicked URL is
weighted according to the number of occurrences of the query and the number
of clicks of the documents in which the term appears. Then, the similarity of
two queries is given by the cosine similarity of their vector representations. This
notion of query similarity is based on common clicked URLs as (3) and has
several advantages. It is simple and easy to compute and makes it possible to
relate queries that happen to be worded diﬀerently but stem from the same
topic. More recently, Shen et al. [13] also used the notion (3) to cluster similar
queries and build a query taxonomy. They also consider the terms in the clicked
documents instead of the terms in the queries. In this paper we represent queries
in a high dimensional space and we use also the cosine similarity, but each
dimension corresponds to a URL. This notion uses common clicked URLs and
it was introduced by Baeza-Yates and Tiberi [3].
Chuang et al. [5,6,7] also used query logs to build a query taxonomy to also
cluster answers. However they do not use any user feedback, like user clicks.
Moreover, this is not the same as building a taxonomy of the queries, which is
what we call a query taxonomy or folksonomy.
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Fig. 1. On left, URL weight contribution geometric mean versus URL coverage size n.
On right, given the set of terms associated to the queries covered by each URL, URL
maximum tf-idf score versus URL coverage size n.

3

Click Induced Graph

Given a query q, the cover μ(q) of q is the set of URLs clicked by q. The click
induced graph G = (V, E) is an undirected graph with queries as nodes, V = Q,
and where (q1 , q2 ) ∈ E whenever q1 and q2 share at least one common clicked
URL, μ(q1 ) ∩ μ(q2 ) = ∅. Edges are weighted according to the cosine similarity
σ of the queries they connect, with each query q being represented in a high
dimensional space. Each dimension corresponds to a unique URL u and the
weight is the frequency ratio with which the URL u was clicked for the query q.
In this paper we considered a query log piece from the Yahoo! search engine.
The data was collected in April 2005 and contains 2,822,337 queries with at least
one clicked URL and 4,927,980 diﬀerent URLs. From these, only 660,910 URLs
were clicked for at least one query. On average, each query has 2.39 distinct clicks
and each URL is clicked by 1.37 distinct queries. Click distributions, per query
and per URL, follow a power law with exponents 3.50 and 2.59, respectively.
The main purpose of the click induced graph is to represent semantic relations
between queries and to enable knowledge extraction. But, for the studied query
log, we have that about 75% and 50% of edges have weights bellow 0.5 and
0.273, respectively. Thus, there are many connected queries which are not much
similar. Such noisy relations are mostly due to URLs covering dubious topics,
several topics or very general topics, i.e., multi-topical URLs.
An approach to remove noise is to ignore contributions from multi-topical
URLs. Baeza-Yates and Tiberi [3] suggested that such URLs are the ones that
contribute more to edges with low weights. But, we observed that URLs which
contribute more to low weighted edges also may contribute more to high weighted
edges. In fact there is a positive correlation between the number of queries covered by a URL and its contribution to edge weights (see Fig. 1). We tackle this
problem by considering as documents the terms among the queries covered by
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each URL and by computing the tf-idf score for each term as usual. We observed
that multi-topical URLs have a low average tf-idf score, even when we select only
high related queries for which those URLs were clicked. Hence, we propose to
compute the maximum tf-idf among the bag of terms associated to each URL
and select the URLs with lowest score as multi-topical candidates. In Fig. 1 we
have the maximum tf-idf score against URL coverage size for the query log analyzed. In what follows, we ignore 0.05% of the URLs with lowest score, ﬁltering
the click induced graph in a conservative way. Note that many of the selected
URLs have a large coverage and, maybe unexpectedly, they are not spam URLs.
The resulting click induced graph has 23,177,430 edges, about 6.44% of the
size of the full click induced graph. Since we continue having low weighted edges,
we remove 10% of the edges with lowest score, which have weights lower than
0.043. The ﬁltered click induced graph has 20,974,257 edges and 1,648,649 connected components. The giant component and the second largest component
have 861,903 and 64 vertices, respectively. There are now 1,474,249 singleton
vertices. The degree distribution follows a power law with exponent 1.65. Our
approach to remove noise and multi-topical URLs dramatically reduces the size
of the click induced graph, keeping its structure almost unchanged.

4

Graph Clustering and Induced Query Folksonomy

One of the hardest problems in graph mining is ﬁnding graph community structure or graph clustering. Usually, clusters are groups of vertices such that the
number of edges within them is higher than the number of edges among diﬀerent
groups. This problem has recently attracted a large interest [9]. In this paper
we follow a two stage approach. We ﬁnd a set of seed sets and, then, we apply a
local optimization method. This approach is related to methods based on global
partition and local expansion [12,14], but avoiding traditional global partitioning. Since we are interested in forming clusters of similar queries, our approach
consists of joining similar queries, i.e., we deﬁne cores based on vertex structure similarity. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and σ : E −→ IR0+ the edge weight
function. Given two connected vertices (v1 , v2 ) ∈ E, their structural similarity η
takes values in [0, 1] and is given by


2 σ(v1 , v2 ) + w∈N12 σ(v1 , w)σ(v2 , w)
w∈N12 σ(v1 , w) + σ(v2 , w)


,


|N12 |
1+
σ(v , w)2 1 +
σ(v , w)2
w∈N1

1

w∈N2

2

where N1 and N2 are the sets of neighbors of v1 and v2 , respectively, and
N12 = N1 ∩ N2 . The ﬁrst term, the weight mean among common neighbors,
was introduced because the second term, a cosine similarity based score, takes
value 1.0 whenever the vertices v1 and v2 share all neighbors, even if they are
connected through edges with low weights. Given ε > 0, C ⊆ V is a core if C is
a connected component composed only of edges with weights higher than ε. We
can enumerate the set of cores in a graph for diﬀerent values of ε > 0 and, by
considering the edges in decreasing order of η, we obtain a hierarchy of cores.
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Then, we apply the local partition method proposed by Chung [8] to each core,
which expands it minimizing the conductance score Φ.
The induced query taxonomy is obtained by associating the most relevant
terms to each node in the hierarchical clustering tree. We compute the set of
terms associated to each node by grouping together all queries in the underlying subtree and by inspecting the queries. Those sets of terms become our
documents and we infer the most relevant terms for each node by computing
the tf-idf score for each term. Such terms become the tags for that node. Since
click induced graphs are scale-free and have a giant component, we may want to
deﬁne a threshold on the tf-idf score. Internal nodes corresponding to the giant
component, or even to part of it, have usually bad quality tags which do not
bring relevant semantic information.

5

Experimental Evaluation

For lack of space, we summarize brieﬂy our results for the click induced graph
described above. Full results are available in a technical report [11]. By considering diﬀerent values for ε, we saw that the method eﬀectively clusters the graph.
For instance, with ε = 0.4, the biggest cluster is much smaller, about 1.1% of
the original giant component. We note also that values for average conductance
Φ are less than 0.1. Nevertheless, we obtain many small clusters for any cut of
the hierarchical clustering tree, corresponding to loosely connected clusters that
could appear connected if we consider larger query logs. Many are composed of
highly speciﬁc queries or navigational queries, for which the search engine may
return a low number of results and where the user clearly knows what he wants.
As mentioned before, the local optimization may lead to overlaps among clusters, providing interesting information with respect to query ambiguity, context,
topic and polysemy. Terms like “windows” and “wine” are examples of polysemic terms that appear within overlaps of rather diﬀerent clusters. Thus, an
approach to identify term polysemy is to compare the bag of terms among overlapping clusters and, if a query is in two clusters but they share few terms, then
the query shall be polysemic. Similarly, by analyzing similar words in the same
cluster we can detect misspellings.
Given the hierarchical clustering described above, we build the induced query
folksonomy for which tf-idf scores become meaningful only for ε > 0.3, i.e.,
when the giant component vanishes. For ε ≤ 0.3, the tf-idf score for the giant
component takes values between 0.05 and 0.07, and the most relevant term is
“free”. Evaluating the query classiﬁcation is diﬃcult since it is very diﬀerent
from traditional directories. Here we try to compare it with the ODP in order
to understand how diﬀerent are these two ways of expressing knowledge. We
mapped all queries over the ODP categories, obtaining several category paths for
each query. Then we compare the ODP paths with the induced folksonomy. Since
folksonomy labels are not comparable to the categories in the ODP mapping,
they are not topic based, we evaluate the clusters by comparing the common
ODP path preﬁx among the queries. Given two queries q1 and q2 , we select
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the two most similar ODP category paths p1 and p2 , i.e., the ones which share
the longest
 common preﬁx π(p1 , p2 ). Then we compute the score σodp (p1 , p2 ) =
|π(p1 , p2 )| max{|p1 |, |p2 |}, where | · | denotes the path length. The ODP score
for a given cluster is the average of the score σodp for all pairs of queries in
that cluster. For all snapshots of the hierarchical clustering for diﬀerent values
of ε, more than 50% of the clusters have an ODP score higher than 0.5 and 30%
to 39% of them have an ODP score equal to 1.0. For ε > 0.3, after we cluster
the giant component, the ODP score increases with the hierarchical clustering
depth, revealing that clusters at higher depths have better quality. This is also
supported by the tf-idf scores.
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